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Let 4: [0, co) -+ [0, m) be a continuous subadditive strictly increasing function 
and d(O) = 0. Let E and F be Banach spaces. A bounded linear operator A: E + F 
will be called d-summing operator if there exists I>0 such that 
x;;, 4 I/ Ax, I/ < E sup,,..,, <I I:=, 4 1 (x,. x* )I. for all sequences {.x1, . . . . x, } c E. 
We set n+‘(E, F) to denote the space of all d-summing operators from E to F. We 
study the basic properties of the space nm(E, F). In particular, we prove that 
n”(H, H) = nP(H, H) for 0 <p < 1, where H is a Banach space with the metric 
approximation property. ( 1987 Academic Press. Inc 

0. INTRODUCTION 

Let 4: [0, 00) + [0, CC) be a continuous function. The function 4 is 
called a modulus function if 

6) &x+Y)<~(-~)+~(Y) 
(ii) d(O)=0 

(iii) 4 is strictly increasing. 

The functions (s(x) = xp, O<p < 1 and +4(x) = In( 1 +x) are examples of 
modulus functions. 

For Banach spaces E and F, a bounded linear operator A: E + F is 
called p-summing, 0 <p < co, if there exists A > 0 such that 

i;, IlAx, II “<A sup i: /(x,,x*)lp, 
Ilr*IlGI ,=I 

for all sequences (x,, . . . . x,} c E. For p= 1, this definition is due to 
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Grothendieck [3], and for p # 1, the definition was given by Pietsch [6]. If 
n”(E, 8’) is the space of all p-summing operators from E to F, then it is 
well known [3, p. 2931 that np(E, F)=n*(E, F) for O<p, qd 1. If E and 
F are Hilbert spaces then np( E, F) = n”(E, F) for 0 <p < q < w 
[6, p. 3021. 

The object is to introduce d-summing operators for modulus functions 4. 
The basic properties of these operators are studied. We, further, prove that 
d-summing operators are p-summing for 0 <p < 1, for Banach spaces 
having the metric approximation property. 

Throughout this paper, L(E, F) denotes the space of all bounded linear 
operators from E to F. The dual of E is E*. The compact elements in 
L( E, F) will be denoted by K( E, F). The unit sphere of a Banach space E is 
denoted by S(E). The set of complex numbers is denoted by C. 

1. FI”(E, F) 

Let E and F be two Banach spaces and q5 be a modulus function on 
[0, co). Consider the following two spaces: 

(i) Irn(E> = {t-y,,): SUP~~,*~, c I C,, 4 I C-x,,, x* >I < ~0, x,, E E}. 

(ii) l@(F) = {k,): IX.,, 4 II-L II < x+ -y,, f E}. 

For x= (x,,)EI~ (E), we deline 

II-4,:= SUP Cd 1(x,,, -u*>i, 
II u* II 5s 1 II 

and for y = (J,,) E Id(F) we define 

II ?‘I1 A = c 4 II Yn II 

It is a routine matter to verify the following result: 

THEOREM 1.1. The spaces (I4 (E), // [I,) and (l”(F), II II,) are complete 
metric linear spaces. 

Remark 1.2. The spaces lb(E) and Id(E) are generalizations of the 
spaces lp (E) and Ip(E) for 0 <p < 1. We refer to [6, Chap. 16; 1 ] for a 
discussion of such spaces. 

A linear operator T: l”(E) -+ 14(F) will be called metrically hounded if 
there is a 1,>0 such that 

I/Txll.~~- llxllc 
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for all x= (x,)sI”(E). Clearly every metrically bounded operator is 
continuous. We let L”(E, F) denote the space of all metrically bounded 
operator from I”(E) into I@(F). For TEL@(E, F), we set 
11 TII d = inf (A: I/ TX/~ n < 1 IIxIIE, x E I”(E) }. The proof of the following result 
is similar to the proof in case of Banach spaces, [7, p. 1851, and it will be 
omitted. 

THEOREM 1.3. The space (L+(E, F), II lIrn) is a complete metric linear 
space. 

DEFINITION 1.4. Let E and F be two Banach spaces. Then, a bounded 
linear operator T: E -+ F is called &summing if there is A> 0 such that 

;S IIWII GA SUP &j I(xn,x*>t 
I lb*11 4 1 I 

(*I 

for all sequences {x, ,..., x, } s E. 

The definition is a generalization of the definition of p-summing 
operators for 0 <p d 1. We refer to [6] for a full study of p-summing 
operators 0 < p < 00. 

Let n4(E, F) be the set of all &summing operators from E to F. Every 
TE n@(E, F) defines an element f~ L”( E, F) via: 

ri: I” (E) --t Id(E) 

%J) = ((TX,,)). 

For TE nd( E, F) we define the &summing metric of T as: /I ZJlr = I/ FII,. 
Hence // Tlj4 = inf{ 2: * holds}. The definition of d-summing operators 
together with Theorem 1.2 implies: 

THEOREM 1.5. (n#(E, F), 11 IId) is a complete metric linear space. 

THEOREM 1.6. Let A E I7@(E, F), BE L(G, E), and D E L(F, H). Then 
ABE~~(G, E) and DAE~~(E, H). Further, IJAB/l,<(jlBII + 1) IlAIj, and 
lID4,d(llDII + 1) llAllq+. 

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that for all a>O, 
cj(at)< (a + 1) d(t) which is a consequence of the monotonocity and 
subaddivity of 4. Q.E.D. 

Let B,(E*) be the unit ball of E* equibbed with the w*-topology, and M 
be the space of all regular Bore1 measures on B,(E*). The unit sphere of M 
is denoted by S(M). 
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THEOREM 1.6. Let A E L( E, F). The followings are equivalent: 

(i) A E n”(E, F). 

(ii) There exists 1, > 0 and v E S(M) such that 

4 IlAxll d 1. 1 d I (x, x* > I dv(x*). BI(E’) 
Proof (ii) + (i) This is evident. 
(i) -+ (ii) Let A E n+‘(E, F) and E, = II AlI 1. For every finite sequence 

IX 1, . ..> xN) C_ E, define the map: 

Q: S(M) + @ 

Clearly, the function Q is convex. Further, there is a point pLo E S(M) such 
that Q(,B~) < 0. Indeed choose p0 = the dirac measure at x:, where 

p#J I(.~,,,-$)I = SUP $4 l(.~,,>X”)l. 
I/\*/1 G I I 

Further, if (Q,, . . . . Q1\ IS a collection of such functions defined by (**), 
then for any a,, . . . . a,, C’i uk = 1, there is Q defined in a similar way, such 
that C; akQk(p) d Q(p) for all p E S(M). Hence the collection of functions 
on S(M) defined by (**) satisfies Fan’s lemma [6, p. 401. Consequently 
there is a measure v in S(M) such that Q(v) 60 for all Q defined by (**). 
In particular if Q is defined by (**) with associated sequence {x), x E E, we 
get 

4 ll‘w G J. j 4 I (x, x* >I dv. Q.E.D. 
A,(.k-) 

Remark 1.7. The proof of Theorem 1.6 is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 17.3.2. in [6], where 4(f) = P, 0 <p < 1. We included the detailed 
proof here for completeness and to include modulus functions. 

2. rp( H, H) = ry( H, H), 0 6 p 6 1 

Let m be the Lebesgue measure on I= [0, 11. For the modulus 
function 4, set L” to denote the space of all measurable functions f on 
[0, l] for which j~~jf(t)ldm(t)<co. For MEL” we define 
I/f )I4 =&’ jh 4 1 ,f(t)j dm(t). The function (/ /() is not a metric on L”. 
However, we can define a topology via: f,, -+f in L4 if 
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&- ’ J 4 1 f, -f 1 &r(t) -+ 0. It is not difficult to prove that such a topology 
makes Lb a topological vector space. In case d(t) = P, 0 <p < 1, L” is a 
quasi-normed space [4, p. 1591. If d(t) = t/( 1 + t), we write Lo for L”. 

The concept of d-summing operators is still valid for operators 
T: E + L”, where E is a Banach space. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let E be a Banach space. A linear map T: E -+ L@ is 
called &decomposable if there is a function $: [0, l] -+ E* such that 

(i) The function (x, $(t)) is m-measurable and 

(TX)(t)= (x, $(t)>a.e.m. forall XEE, 

(ii) There exists fe L’ such that IIt+b(t)ll <f(t) a.e.m. 

This definition is due to Kwapien [S] for d(t) = P. In [S], the functionf 
in (ii) is assumed to belong to Lp. Since L6 s Lo for all modulus functions 
4, the following lemma is immediate: 

LEMMA 2.2. Every &decomposable map T: E + L” is O-decomposable. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let E he any Banach space. If a linear map T: E -+ Ld is 
&decomposable, then T is &summing. 

Proof: Let $: [0, I] -+ E* be as in Definition 2.1 and {x, , ,.., .yN} c E. 
Then 

~~ll~~.ll~=~~[~~l~~~l~~~~~(~))ldm(~)] 

q (lIti(t + 1)1 

Q.E.D. 

Before we state the next theorem, we should remark that the topology 
on L” generated by the gauget /If IId = 4-l j 4 If I dm, is equivalent to 
the topology generated by the metric /II f II/# = 14 If) dm. Consequently, the 
bounded sets in both topologies coincide. 

THEOREM 2.4. Let TE L(E, F) such that T* E nr(E*, E*). If F has the 
metric approximation property, then for any continuous linear map 
y: F -+ L”, the map y T is &decomposable. 

Proqf: First, we claim that there exists an M> 0 such that for all 
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Xl, x2, --.I X,E E, llx,ll < 1 and for all measurable disjoint sets A,, . . . . A,, in 
[0, I] we have 

(*I 

By the remark preceding the theorem and the assumption that F has the 
metric approximation property, it is enough to prove (*) for operators 
Y = c:= , y: 0 1 B,, y: E F* and B, measurable in [0, 11. One can take Bi to 
be disjoint of equal length and IJf= , B, = [0, 11. 

Let Y = LX;= , A@ 1 B,r B, disjoint in [0, l] and m(B,) = l/k, yjc F*, for 
i = 1, . . . . k. If x,, . . . . x,, E E, with IlxJ < 1 and if A,, . . . . A, are disjoint 
measurable subsets in [0, 11, then 

,;, jA. 6 h’T(x,)(t)l dm(t) 

(since 4 is subadditive) 

d i 4 I/T*YII .xm(B,nA,) 
/=I I 

6 i: ; Q IIT* Y:// 
/=I 

(since A {.s are disjoint) 

dj. SUP 1 dl(yj,x*)lm(B,) 
II $I,“,.’ , = I 

(since T* E n”(F*, E*)) 

= j. ,,;+;P , 1 4 Ivx*(t)l dm(t). 
c 

Since y is continuous, by the remark preceding the theorem we get 
sup,,,-*,, G l s 4 I yx*(t) dm(t) 6 M for some A4 > 0, and (*) is proved. 

It follows from (*) that the image of the unit ball of E under yT is 
bounded in the lattice L”. If ge L” such that yT(x) bg for all XE E, 
llxll < 1, then the function 0(t) = yTx(t)/g(t) if g(t) # 0 and 0(O) = 0, is an 
element of L”. Consequently, the linear map 

S: E-t L”, 

S(x)=~Txlg 
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is continuous and [IS/I < 1. Hence, by the lifting theorem, there exists 
Q: [0, l] + (L”)* such that the function (Q(t),f) is m-measurable a.e., 
for allfeL”, andf(t)= (Q(t),f) a.e. Further /I Q(t)11 = 1 for all t E [O, 11. 
Now, consider the function Ic/: [0, 1 J -+ E* defined by e(t) = g(t) + 
S*(Q(t)). It is not difficult to see that $ is the function needed for yT to be 
&decomposable, noting that g E L” G L”. Q.E.D. 

Before we prove the next result, we need the following two lemmas: 

LEMMA 2.5. Let T: L” + L2 be a continuous linear operator. Then 
IIVII G2.f dlf(t)lHt)f or all f E L@ for which s 4 If(t)/ dm(t) = ll/flli, < 1. 

Proof: First we prove it for fe L”, IllfIll = 1. If the inequality 
IiTfli d A il/fIIId is not true, then we can find a sequence (f,,) such that 
liif,, I//++ = 1 but I/ Tf,J >n Ilif, II)). Then the sequence f,,/n --+ 0 in L”, but 
II T(jJn)ll > 1, which contradicts the continuity of T. 

Now, let f E L”, lll.fll14 < 1. Then one can find an CI > 1 such that 
Illaffills = 1. Hence 

II Tfll = i II Wll 

d 22 lllflll (’ Q.E.D. 

It should be remarked that for every r > 0 there exists 1 >O such that 
II VII d 2 lllf III b for all f  E Ld, Illf III d ,< r. 

LEMMA 2.6. Let T: L2 -+ L4 be p-summing operator. Then ST: L2 + L2 is 
p-summing for continuous operators S: L@ -+ L2. 

Proof Using Lemma 2.5 and the argument in the proof of Theorem 
1.6, the result follows. Q.E.D. 

Now we prove: 

THEOREM 2.7. Let 1+4 be any modulus function. Then n”(L2, L2) s 
n2( L2, L2). 

Proof Let T: L’-+ L2 be b-summing operator. By Theorem 2.4, 
yT*: L2 + L2 -+ L” is 4 decomposable for all continuous linear operators 
y: L2 + L”. In particular, we can choose y(f) = jf(t) dx, [2, 51, where (x,) 

309,127/Z-19 
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is a symmetric stable process on ([0, 11, m) with exponent 2. This makes y 
an isomorphic embedding of L2 into L” and also into Lo. Hence 
yT*: L2 -+ Lo is zero decomposable. Using Theorem 3 in [S], we get 
T*: L* + L2 is zero summing. By Lemma 2.6, yT*: L2 --) Lo is zero decom- 
posable. Another application of Theorem 3 in [S]: we get T: L2 + L2 is 
zero-summing. However, every zero-summing map is 2-summing, [S]. 
Hence TE n’(L’, L’). 

THEOREM 2.8. For uny modulus function 0, n’(L’, L2) G JJ”(L’, L’). 

Proof: Let T: L2 --+ L2 be 2-summing operator. If y is the isomorphic 
embedding of L2 into L” as in Theorem 2.7, then using Theorem 3 in [S], 
we get 

?/T: L2 -+ L2 -+ Ld 

is &decomposable. By Theorem 2.3, yT is d-summing. Using Lemma 2.5, 
we get T: L2 --f L2 is &summing. Q.E.D. 
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